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ABSTRACT
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learning challenge is .greatest, that is, during the time of breaking
out of one developmental period and breaking into another.
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J..1 Acquisiticin of a Reacting Repertoire

WILLIAM R. POWELL

WilY give special attention to a topic concerned
with the process of reading? Is it liecause of the exponential.power
of reading behavior? Is it because of the insatiable desire of man to
have control over the power potential of his dynamic behaviors? Or
is it because it offers a simple mystery to vhich the detective nature
of matt mtist curiously seek to solve?

Certainly, if one wishes to have complete control over any system,
he has to have an understanding of the process inputs within that
system, otherwise the alchemy of change in the product will be due
to chance regulation or, control of the ...surface components.

.Unquestionably, reading behavior has exponential power. .It is a
generative process in that it gives the learner an increment of power
to learn something else. And the greater the mastery over the,
process, the greater the degree of generative 'ability the individnal
has at his disposal.

Unfortunately, the process 'of reading cannot be reproduced
through imitative behavior. According to Ray "the act of reading is
one of the few human behaviors that cannot be learned through
imitation of others perforining the. aci."' An individual cannot
reproduce the process in himself bj, simple observation and
imitation of others perfimning that process. Undoubtedly, the-

, 'receptive nature of the reading act contributes to .the,exclusion of
mere imitation ahme. This receptive process is,, uniquely personal,
exttemeiy complex, and involves all the experiential, perceptive,
cognitive, .psychomotor, and affective attributes of the. homan sys-
tem. It is more than a skill; it is a rePertoire of abilities, aptitudes,.
and special accomplishments .assimilated into one active reticular
performance.

However, to st/ipulate that reading cannot be learnecL imitatively
does not imply ihat it cannot become habitual in nature at some
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stage (d de% elopment. Indeed,, habituati(In is pns, )le and even
probable unless some: new Cole.111(111 IN added. ;in le novelly di-

.

mensinn must lw given In the mcrenental pwcess so as to disturb
the equilibrium ol the svstein.and cause a new task o be solved."Fhis
.1yould apply to the perccivel simplicity of the lear nng of a letter
tll( :issimilation tonccpt presente thrOugh verbal

meaningful material.
This paqier deals Scith.thrce a.spects ol the pocess of learning to

read:. (I) the develottmeiqal clusters 01 Iii e periods in which
processing occurs; (2) f'he wategies of proces ing or acquiring these
reading behaviors during these growth inter udes; and (3) a theory
for: integrating the processing conqm. ents.- Obviously. this

speculative paper IS Untisibtitil lated by 11;C' 112.se:11111; tuee

id:II/WM.1'AI IC pOS/6071 it/ the author IMS. 11(),,5eVe1'. been bv

reported theories atva individual researcli:

vEl.oPstux um. Ct.u.s-ut:Rs.t NO INTERFACES

The reading repertoire is /acquired through four
notimutually exclusive cluster growth periods. Tliese interlocking
clusters have Tepeatedlv. been appa41t in the dat'a f roin studies of
oral reading values .for given level8 of*adabihty,.2 The range of
these performance values tends t(OndicatcNa clustering of reading
behavior which ig a function of tht 'difficulty f the material and not
.tlie age-grade factor of the reade . The four 'cluster periods are: (I)
readiness thmugh the preprin er readability (readiness PP): (2)

pruner through se(ond grade n:imer-2"); (3) third-grade level to
the end of fifth-grade readabi its level (3I-52); and (4) sixth-grade
reading level and bevond (6' +). These elnsters 'are illutrated in
figure I.

.RE.ADINESS-PREPRISIER (1.,t'STEK

In this initial cluster the idividual must first learn the purpose of
a writing systemthat tl e symbol conveys a language message.
Writing is a code tlyt r iresents spoken language and is visually

presented in such a 'was, that the graphic display units stand.in. a
fixed 'relationship to t e units of the oral- emission. Then the
acquiring reader. (h0-ce (ter. the reader) learns to code and recode
that 'written message. Subsequently. the reader has to learn to
combine letters. pf obeines, ,and sound-symbol .relationShips

.!
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idna oiler 1 ivels , and It) Ir((){4111/r When 11) SII)I), the
combinalorv process,

medium IS both spatial and temporal. Attel the reader learns
to rode each system. then he nutst learn to transform or recode one
sysnni into die other. i.e., in the initial instance to ,change th'e
written code into die spoken framework he altcruly posscsses..Should
he not have iii'adeopiate spoken lapgita,ge base, he obyrously cannot

sperform the process of reroofing. and to attempt to teach him to do
so is 1.1,1.,ffie, 1110.11c1e111, and cruel. The reader must have an adequate
prior spoken yystem in order to learn to code and recode a second
system trea(ling) into it. Further, this spoken foundation must be
more :idvanced than the level of performance initiallY demanded of
the se«ind system. To efficiently code and retook visually into the
auditory system, the.. reader's spoken language process shmild be
more tnature. than the level of the reading assignment. To code i,ind
utorede at the preprimer die reader's spoken development
shoukl probably be a year to a year' and one-half higher than that
immediate instructional level, This difference between the two
systems disappears gradually-and becomes reversed at a later stage
of development. During .the initial cluster period, the acquiring
reader learns to make the appropriate mapping assignments to the
recurring intact units of each system, separately and in combination.

ci.tsiTi4
lo this second stage of development of the acquisition of a reading

repertoire, the individual cont in ties to. learn t he mapping
assignments started earlier and learns additional alternate' mapping
routes' Wh1,Ch4Will increase ef ficieticy. The recoding pnss matures
and strategies hit- decoding develop slowly. As the reader learns to
transform one system into another, he also learns to translate or
carrv the interpretative nuances of the prior system into the
secondary.. one. TO lecode, some level of understanding, however
simplistic, must be involved, and that level of cotnprehension is
ipherent its the.prior' lawguage systcm. Haying the prior (sPoken)
system at a more matyre seage than this level facilitiates the ease of
priicessnig. Otherwise, the reader would have to learn two systems
simultaneously. Given such a con'dition, , learning would be

confounded and dif I icultv would be intensified.
ln addition to learning alternate mapping routes during this

4
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luster period, the reader should begin II.) edilulle aniount of die
mediation involved in the transformation between systems. file
latency factor involved in «fflyersion between the two language
systems is reduccd gradually until in a later luster period it becomes
nearly. if not really, simultaneous processing. lite reader's
equivalencies between the newly presented grmillic symbol lnl the
intact spoken counterparts demand' less time fin, conniTtionls to
become operational.

As the graphit display becomes more difficult either through
meaning difficulty or imreasingly embedded quality oHlifortnation,
the reader learns to utilize the pmfiction far:tor inherent in the
syntactical nature of discmirse. By learning to cluster the graphic
presentation into a. framework similar to the one that spoken
language is naturally segmented into, the reader _begins the process

'of reducing itwfficiency and increasing information gained.

3L-52 CIA'S

The completion, of the decoding function 'occurs durind this
cluster period, and as a consequence automatization occurs The
lati".ticy factor reduces considerably the mediational distance between
equivalencies in word recognition arid word-knowing until it reaches
near instantaneous prmessing. HoWever, during this growth Period
the decod,ing mechanism ,hecomes so strong and accurate in
'processing that it can outdistance the underlying language systems.
In essence, the indis'idual can learn to call words, i.e., pronounce
them accurately, but have %no equivalency for it in the semantic
characteristics of the language systems, Thus verbalizing occurs. The
maturity of total language development must be of major concern
through the learning process. One aspect or mechanism of learning
cannot be overdeveloped at the expense of 'other langnage
components.

An accent .on recall is evident during this developmental cluster.
The informational demand intensifies -as does "the, length and
complexity of the graphic array'S. There is added content depth and
the retrieval of the information becomes more difficult. The gap
widens between the.surface and deep structure of' the language. The
shift between connotative and denotative meaning becomes more
pronorinced and more difficult to process. The individual becomes
an independent reatier during this period bet not a mature one.
However, as a person moves closer to the interface between this
cluster and the succeeding one, the regression probabilities to lower
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le\ els of pc' 11)1 111,1111 be«mies less likelx; Inn( tional literat iS

IIIC5Cd.

t (1.1.'1111i' demding .1bilities intact, the t cildcr is 1105% \vithili die
operational limits ol his motiysitional dispositions, his genetic
endoWnients. and his continued maturity in language acquisitions.
Ile can -increase bis efficient V by lengthening his span of'

apprehension rediu ing the latency factor for processing the
. amount of intake. He. can literally learn to think using the printed
page as the stimulus for reverberating his mental actions. 1,Vhile such
limitations arc not biiiind by instructional Opportunities. experience'
has ,slios.w that direct instruction increases the probabilities that
growth will occur in these more mature reading functions.

INTERiMIFS

Since the four clusters delineated above are mit mutually
exclusive, there must be area common to the imerlocking
concentrics. Figure I shows three interfaces (the shaded areas)
beiween the four developmental clusters, and these offer the
greatest possible opportunity for challenge and speculation.

Historically, it has been' assumed that the skills needed in the
acquisition of a reading repertoire must be linear, i.e., they are

, arrayed in the hijrarchical order and this skill or that skill must be
mastered before the next arbitrarily sequenced set is initiated.
Indeed, much of the past and current- research in the reading area
has, intuitively adopted this assumption. Furthtr, the development of'
most of the reading materials commercially promoted is predicated
on this assumption. Skill and sequence charts are elaborately
developed and portrayed. In each instance, the linearity of the skills
is implied and emphasized, if not explicitly formulated. In essence,
the implication is that this ..specific skill !Mist precede that specific skill

this first and then that. This results in an obviously stifling
'rigidity both for a teacher and a learner.

The contention here is that there is a sequence, but that the
sequence is between cluSters and not within them. Given a set of

'skills and subskills relative to the difficulty of the language and the
types_of processing to be mastered,they are operative in a random
fashion within the given devehipmental cluster. They operate in the
same nonlinear manner as the other language processes.

However, between the developmental clusters or in the interfacing

6
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Increase sRan of
apprehension

Ways of thinking

Accent on recall
Automatftat ion
SurfaceDeep

Reduction of mediation
Alternate mapping routes i
SyntaxPrediction

Mapping associat ion

Fig. I. Developmental Interfacing Clusters

period, the issue ,and substance of sequence is quite different
matter. Within the interfaces, sequencing becomes crucial and the
linearity of skills is probably a necessity to.aid the reader to evolve
easily and efficiendy out of one developmental period into a new
stage of' structural growth. It is to this interfacing area that research
energies need to be, devoted, in both identifying the crucial skills
during that interluding space and in determining the order which
maximizes the ease of transfer between the interlocking growth
structures.

The greatest growth in the acquisition of a reading repertoire will
be ii,chieved at those times just befOre and jUst after each of' the
interfacidg periods. Development and motivation will be easy to
elicit during these accelerated learning episodes. Growth will be
more vexing and frustrating for the learner' while he is functioning
within the interfacing periods; more direct and guided instruction
will be needed for the great majority of individuals during these
time spans due to the probable fact that skill learning within a
developmental cluster is random- or nordinezir and that between
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series of live functions which influence the :it quisitiull ut he
reading repertoire will be presented in this se.ction," The live
functions are: (I) the prog.ssing of- recurring intact units; (2) the
processing of spatio-temporal relationships; (3) the processing of-
semantic. relations; (4) the processing of transformations; and (5) the
processing of differential cognitive functions. Fitch processing stage
will In. brielhidiscussed and illustrated.

Itt-CUKKIN(. IN I ..51: I CNI I S

WilcIher the perceptual task is dealing with kiters, sounds, o1 .
words, singly or iii comhination, the learning process follows a
common pattern. A reader must first leant to make the appropriate

.

mapping assignments both 'between and within graphic units (letters
or words) or sounds (phonemes). Then he must process the key
features of each unit, and finally note its relationship to its invariant
position in space. These !Our changes ill reading behavior, subtle
though they may be, are the critical perceptual tasks of learning to
read .4

DiscriminationDifferences Between Classes. 'Initially, the beginning
reader must learn to see or hear differences between dissimilar sets.
He must learn that d is a letter while + is mit; that the combination
of letters such as work is a word and the letter combination of worh is

not. The beginner'must scan temporally and make a response to a
difference.

RecognitionDifference.s Within Classes. Bartlett contends that we no-
tice differences and have to be taught to sec similarities.5 He stipu-
lates that biologically we attend to the unusual in our environment
because it is the unusual element in the environment which repre-
sents a threat to survival.

Once a reader can detect with facility the differences between sets,
he must learn what, according to Bartlett, is the most difficult
perceptual taska response to sameness. The acquiringYreader has
to learn to respond to similarities willjin a commonly accepted
cultural set. He has to learn that t and / are the same percept whilel

9
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awl he must leat ii that the t iijiiii. of the lettels 1
" A,

Mt ',tiii( tililit fill' lel ICI I IiiIil)IiitIIttII' uk lilt1 ,r,,/,/ mt. not
(lit. same

,Iliqfpnjg 1.1 (11,11.1( ni tiit s win/ 11 Aids .1

Irmitut in detecting siirivt ii ittes is their distill( toe ot kec tram] ess. A
beginner must Irani the ielaiitinship of the I ompoileitts to its ct hole.
Ile must learn III see that ha% t hut humps. t hilt n's
hump. .1.coustii Alt lit mtlst leattt lit lic.;t1 Inc ustIn Alisen«. iii
sound III .1 %void, nuglicr .111tensiR iii liiiutl httllt t.tt lii thr
tet (ignition of similar %tools, the% lutist lea! ui hit dew( I the influent e
iii asc (Inlets or descenders, the el fill length, tituil ItiIiIi)lt..ii\ ,

and other'oithographic 1 actois. 1Vhethrt 'it is an actoustit al III i,01.11

' the acquitting ir.fdei must !eat ii the telationships cuithin
that set.

,1(11,1fing f.flit In Spar iSiiiiii the heginning h eaclei has to dew( t
the relationships .bettitell the graphic unit And hs placement In
spa«.. le has it) Irai ;I hum «instant V tiiil dic elle( I of, totation and
dire( In walit i tin stithol units. I he !curls /?,
mush difficult alpliabetic dilectional t (infusion. 1Vords sit( 11 :IS dyis
and saw, tto and tw, prescut similar orthelciraphic dif fic Hines in the
larger Mkt( I 'graphic twits. Hirst'. of «nurse, lepresNit examples of
%vita( is «umnotil% called reversal errors in reading.

PIM( sl.1 W-1 I- SIIMt \I 10 I \ I IIrs'sifirs

;I.Ier the Ceddel learned the dif frient panel its iiiilt li the
same letters, the- same sounds, and the same let urring units, lir must
tccolirc, it hi' has licit alread inductively :ittplit.c.d. the ability ro
know %Olen to1) die combinatory proce.ssaii operation I ailed
coding. This c ohnbinator\ process must lie mat( lied \yid] the
ai,ipropriate exTeriential latiptage base so that the symbolic
function can be attached to it, In order to process the time-space
relationships ot sound-symbol relationships, the acquiring reader
nnist learn ( It to make associations and (21 to ,Ix. able to csiablish
equivalents:

.1faknig .-1.s:orultio7lu. Before a reader can make the lic«.ssarv
associations Iwtiyeell perceptual discriminations and re«cgnitions he

9
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dectlopinent >iic. Almon shOuld bt'stipcilated bete cot lt/ing or .1
don's 11101 1)11)1111C .155111.111«' 111.11 tht IC.111(1 11.1s .1 meaning! ill

basis ha it.
( ascii sonic Assn! ain,e of a incaninghil est.! you and ()I ttitclit,il

pelt (1)Iinits. 1, dew! mining the simple
iclationships bet \tern ihr 155o ,. 1st Ill' esialulls11(11. Hit 11'.1(1(1- 111111

Ix' abIt' cc Midi II permanent linkages betyseen his dist ritninanons
arirl his stoird meanings Learning the assoc iation benvecti these
linkages (namin).. plot esto builds ilit. bonds oh hit I mine) non, \din II

Iwo togrthei. Ana( hing a name (associates) between
these 1erthionships plot ides the glue lo hold them togethri.

Short-lerni memory is iny ()lye(l in this asso( iming stage 4)1

pim essing and !he emphasis is mot c ccii the visual modality than on
the auditory (din'. iliterat nun is iiiiciiiit,il, FsstinialIV, the
memory %%stem herr is mote what is commonly, calltcl visual

rut (ignition IIIaIl anything Iese. Iliit their is some ambit), 5 input
11(1.111SU 1)1 lilt' .111(111()1'1.-1.1)( ,4I 111VOltr111C111 %%Ohl Ihr tinns

'With dir 11,0111.-

NVords iii partic (dal hei tunic contlitimictl stimuli as the residi cit
this pailed-assm late plot es.. and each c;ircies with it die shaping,

tinting, :Ind nuances ot it in the stoled system. It, lor example, a
youngster has in his meaning reservoir an unfavorable meaning of
yt ho(d. tem her, loehlig, nwthrr, cep, and so forth, thirst. culturall
inihtled meanings are yshich be«une conditionetl to the
printed stimuli. .And dirst- meanings may not be parhictilarly the
oncs that are to be ustql in the 1-ontex,tual liasis that is It) be applied.
Therefore, cart. must Ix. exercised to explore the stored meanings
whit-li arc being cemented in during this association stage.

Determining Equivalentt: Af ter assticiations are fOrmed, the
a«piiring reader has to expand these to similar, but not identical,
relationships. -lie, has to learn that particular symbols, sounds, or
meanings represent, or are ecluivalent to, a similar ,issociation.
1-herefinc, tie has to learn that A. a, a. and tr are all comnion sets
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IrtIll'sr111(.41, 14% 5 411 us I hal. 11.1% l 1 he :awe meanings but (1if I ci
isuall% Is% non% ins)

tong-tri 111 sieni ( III ustahlishing
equivalent ies. I he visual .1 el all is instantaneous and the visual and
auditoi s% sirms he( t)me highl% nitegi attd Indeed.
oi Intel nal integt anon is «iiiipleted 111.11 111e.! 1/11111111 111 VIII Ists
.111V \.11e1 e. .111%111114. Categm izatlon (1« ills. the ineat,;..,:, times
fit MI% Ana( lied. and autoilianIatinn I .111 be developed

Fstahlishing eqiin A('m ics is .1 1-111 III pit), ess fin the wade!,
101(1 Ise lie is .115...4'. 5 siniannti bound- to stn.( 11111

stimulus for a spil 11 I( I espouse %%Atli n)) flexibility ile hiust Irani
that this glaphellic, phoneme, wind, ept tin esented In. a
tieSs hut similar stimulus IN (1111%.11ellt d1.11eVel the 1/ttle1S Are,.

Learning I?iite. has an appioximate apat ity of tit.v
inputs, %chillier they be. letters. sounds, or %%olds, that an
learned iti a given time swgnient --)11 minute. an day: Or a

.1..o exceed this absorption t.ite is to 1 teat(' I f alse. econoun
Shmild the speed of assimilation he exi ceded, learning, is
confounded aml little if an% 11e5v learning out IllS. Simply stated,
overinading stalls cir stops the mechanism of. prot-essing. F.xtension
beyond .1 given indivirftlars linkage ability and memory system
inhibits pnsitive leai ning and creates tvitstration.

Repetition. .The hasI4 . 111(4 hanistil for establishing assni iations and
equivalent tes I. rep('ated exposure. 1)esired linkages have 44.) Ix.
presented :wain and again %to an interesting and meaningful
arrangement,- The modal number of presentatinns required fOr
automatiiation to (44.4 111 IS 111141011141e(th a variable idosyn1Tatic to a
given individual. Not since the (;ates stutly7 in 1930 has ativ estimate
of the number of appearances 0155014s fIll inst.ant recognition been
given. (;ates's data stigge.sted that the number of expnstires %vas a

ftIvittion of the ability level of the individual.' l:m. a person "with
average ability, he reported that thirtv-five exposures is necessary
for 'instant linkage. With the inlpact of minkrii technnlogy this
figure is prnliablv higliel than would be needed today for
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Reading, ol (out se, is not just ( ()ding, ie«)(ling, and (Ir( ()ding
fun( tions. It is nue dim tlitse oprianotts r (11C 111)41C MC( 11.1111(.11.

.1tillel IN of the reading pro) es., but the III 1111 11):11 I inn non is It) get
the messag( NvIii( 11 is intended (1)tiveved liv t11 1(11114)1 through his

print(d 111)1.11%. 1.11C1-C 11111%1 MI .11 (INC NCIINC .111.11 (MA'S)4 .1111)11( 111C

1)()NS11)1C 1)1)(1))11ti III rtir11(1'd and the :dn.] nat) stQtegies for solution.
The rea(ler has It) learn II) I-C«011S(1-11) I 11TC intended meaning and
match it scull his existing strin floe knosvledge.

Reading is a form ()I alistrai tion, IC.. it-is presented and pro(es)4ed
in svniboli( f)1rm. Any abstra( silt 11 as ideas in pr in t milst be
directly (elatabl( I() the reader's level of :tbsiract ion.
information, ic.leas, oi «Incepts presented must become internali/ed,
integrated :111(1 assimilated. ,1 lowever, one must :ilwavs be :mare that

,the instrument of assimilation can register svithout internal
integratiott. Soule level compuebenlinn occurs When the language
structure of the Prose has been precorrected. Precorrection implies
the reduction of errors or miscues 1)0th III vord re«Ignition and in
meaning recognition on the reader's level of assimilation. The 11054:
information presented is experienced When it ca'n iW l'4)4iliIiLltt'(I anci
has become internali/ed.

'File techniques Which facilitate the iiroeessing for semantic
relationships are learning to set up expectan( ies an(l I() anticipate
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.. 'expected patterns, to interpFet. the space etween words and
sentences, to scan fOr meaningfill clusters (of words), to utilize a
contextual support system, to transpose typographical meaning
signals into the conveved ,ruessage, to apply denotative .and
connotative 'meaning structures'wher ppropriately demanded, and
to track and retrack relationshi d nbedded in prose even if
separated sequentially. , 0

PROCESSING TRANSFORMATIONS

In the acquisition of a readirig-repertoire, a necessary skill is the
.ability to manipulate or interpret manipulated syntkucal complexes

1.11... to extract the intended meaning. The reader has to learn to
interpret substitutions and tjansforniations. In learning the effect of
substitution heisees dr. me' 'ng change is replaced by one word
with another word from the sal e class, i.e., A noun replaces a noun,
a verb another verb, an adjective another 'adjective, In high
frequency patterns, only crne class is changed. However; the reader
begins to sense a change can be made in several ways singly and in
combination: a cha ?ein erson, tense, word order (negation,
question), etc. A sim le Nillustration would be that the sentence "I

p

have a name." can be modified by changing the last word to "pencil,"
"bicycle," "toy," etc. In each instance the meaning change is due a
change within a class.' ,..

Meaning shifts ,are frequently accomplished through
tramforniation of the syntax. Transformation occurs when one
stimulus pattern is transformed into another;pattern.jri the process,,.

some'Modification in Meaning normally transpires; whether it be a
shift from active to pasSive action, or affirmative to-_negative, or
affirmative-to intevgatite,' etc.

.

One subtle example is the conversion of the stimulus sentence,
"Mother.:,inade the cake." to the passive forms of "The cake was
made by Mother."

PROCESSING OF DIFFERENTIATED FUNCTIONS

Grammatical complexity or syntax obviously affects the nature of
semantic relations, but not to-the exclusion ofother psychological
funCtions. Many of the so-Called higher level comprehension skills
are probably more Psychological than finguistic, but the degree of
contribation _from each segment of the psychological-linguistic
continuum is a function of the specific skill under consideration.

1 °
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Unfort4iktely, most of ihe ifesearch pertaining to this complex
f. eitert:Icikasjetntied to make certain a priori assumptions about thr

nature OfAestill instead of attempting to accou,nt for the variance
contribUted from each sector. Therefore, onost retharks abonf the
nature of these skills tend, to reflectipore i'deology than veracity.

Processing piose máterial,diffefentially involves the manipnlatioh
of semidiscrete functions simultaneously. The reader has to mentally
handle' intentional factors, content factors , and response factors in

rious Agobinations and degrees of compleness. Intentional
factOrsdiriae such items as the meaning reservoir, the purpose for
reading, and the passage length. Content factors would involve such
items as the levell of difficulty (readability); the type of literature
narrative, expository, argumentative or descripiive; and the ,tterest
value to the reader. Whether the response mode is to :be one of
recognition, or recall, or to be integrative, ex'act, (Iv elaborate will
influence the °differential understa,nding of the 'task.

From the acquiring relder stage to the maturing reader stage, the
reader has to learn how tc; deal with and control the many sets of
variables presented to him both linguistically and psychologically. As
his span of apprehension increases, he must learn to differentially
manipula4 the correct set of psycholinguistic variables so that he

(truly begins to-use the printed page as a stimulus for thinking. As he

} restructures it, i.e., precorrects his .errors;sL and internalizes the
message, it then becomes a part of his experience and meaning
reservoir and becomes available for further additive restructuring.

THE REDUCTION THEORY
ON PROCESSING OF THE READING REPERTOIRE

BASIC PARADIGM

The reading process is depicted here-as a problem-solving activity
which arises by uncertainty introduced into the system which must
be reduced by precorrection in lir basic mechanisms directly
influencing the imbalaticed states: woird recognition, semantics, and
time. The less the reduction (precorrection) necessary, the greater
tile potential for increased cluster intake and the rapidity of
processing. The active states find a match in the stimulus, tension is
reduced, and the problem is solved. Figure 2 presents the basic
piradigm of this process.

Problem-Solving Behavior. A problem can be defined as a situation in



Problem (to be solved)

A

Reduction of Uncertainty

Reduction of Word PercepAon Errors

Reddcifon of Time Reduction of Semantic Erro s

Increase of,Syntactic/Semantic
Clustering (Chunking)

Reduction o Drive

Problem Solved

Ag. 2. Reduction Theory On Processing, of the Reading Repetdire

which the, organism's first attempt is unsuccessful in -attaining a
desired goal. That desired goal could be to pronounce a word which
is -outside the reader's existing 'sight vocabulary: it could be .to
determine the meaning of a Word as it is tised in a special context; or
it could be to read in a fluent manner when requested to do so or-
ally. A nuniber of such specific examples could be cited as represen-
tative of this type of behavior.

However, the conditions which make reading a problem-solving
activity are multidimensional. The individual is temporarily blocked
from performing as he wishes or as he knows he should, but, he is

15
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not frustrated by the situation. c is still goal-motiyated. T reader_
actively seeks alternate stat s, generatelis possible options for
resolving.the disparate condi on, and selegs the most eff0ent and* .
successful reduction route f r correcting the leiscthA stimulus.

.Reduction of Uncertainty. ibson states that reinforcement in reading
"is hot reduction of a dr .e, but reduction bf tkncertainty."" Smith, in

ook Understand FZe«lin , concurs with this position.9 However, if
-reading is viewed as rob em-solving situation as depicted in .figure
2, both conditions Øould be true, i.e., thr reiRling process would
contain elements 0 reduction 'of uncertainty and reduction of drive. /
The first conditio 1 sets up the actite.alternate states in theorganism.

-4 and the second feduces the tension when the goal is/reached, that is,
the disparate cOndition in the stimulus is resolved. For 'information
to be process,/c1 (to provide perfect communication) from the author
to the rea er, any: uncertainty contained in , the wkitten verbal
material IstAe resolved.

The more unpredictabl or uncertain thellangtiage unit is, the t
more dthicult it is to re ode, and therebY the more difficult to
procesS and understand. IEowever, perfect communication between
writer and reader seldom if ever occurs, even if the reader himself
was the. author (for so ething written previously and read after
sme time interval). There always is "noise" in the communication
systetn. The reader attempts to reduce this noise to a minimum ,so
that.as little interference as possible is present to effect the nketsage
transmitted.

Reduction of Word Perception Errofi"«, To process written Verba
material a reader must be able to recognize the words with a degree .
oF rapidity. He must be able to pronounce (associate) thein if
necessary and, if appropriate, have established several sets of
equivalencies for the. stimulus. Any hesiCancy, delay, or blockage
increases the mediational effect; reaction.--time in establishing
associational connections increases and the fluency is likely to be
r,ed uced .

When an individual reads orally, the reduction of uncertainty is v
expressed in the reduction of errorsa quantitative reduction.
While it is true that a slight change in word order (a transposition)
or a simple substitution may not change the final message
.significantly, such miscues do not contribute to the total reduction of
the uncertainty of the situation. Even slight errors result in



TABLE I
ERROR VALUE RANGES FT;R THE FIRST. REAIHNG

OF A SELECTION

Primer-22 31_52 - 61+

-*

nilependent .1117 1/36

instructional 1/8 1116 1113 - 1/26 1/18 -1/35

frustration 117 1/12 1/17

modification of the original message and therefore e significant in
,the total reading pirocess..

Thisis not to say_that reading 'Trust be perfect or, exact to perceive'
the message. Such an assumption would be unfounded because
.fortunately, there is enough redundancy in language to allow for
errors to occur and the message still to be transmitted. However,
given et'augh "errors within a normal range of values, the

^probabilities are that the infOrmation flow is reduced as that value
aranke is .exceeded. Much more reserth. is needed to accurately
determine the limits and the standard 4rror of the expected_range of
errors both quantitatively and qualitativelji.

Some of the research which Powellt° and Dunkeld': have done in
this area wOuld be suggestive, but not definitive, of the normal error.
rarige which can be anticipated. This range of values is presented in
table 1. Quantitatively, the number of errors tolerated is a
differential function related to the readability of the material. In
contrast, the work by Goodman and his associates has explored the
qualitative dimensions of miscues and their findings have been a
generative contribution to the . field.t2 However, quantitative
influences on,reading behavior are reflected in their data.

Should 4..reader exceed the normal range of error values, he will
have, to make more corrections in order not_ to exceed the
redundancy factors Of the language and thereby not be able to &Ai
with its unpredictability. For instructional purposes, clinical
observations would suggest that this reduction.factor might be 25 to
33 percent. This is best detected by observing a reader in repeated
readings of the same rhaterial under differing performance
requirements. An individual's first reading of a given selection will

17
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likely reduCe his errors on the second readink of the sam e material
by about one-fiiurth to one-third. The second reading will reduce
the number of perception errors by anotheo .10 to 17 percent.
Further readings are not likely to make significant changes in the
quantitative factor as reading performance on a givea piece of
_material stabilizes when the reduction values readr those upper
limits. The.data from a researth study in procesS by Busboom may
present further evidence on these reduction range;.'3 Only further
research willverify --whether this clinical observation can he

- substantiated,. Should it he verified, however, a basic. operating
principle will have been established which will permit the
determination of the degree of redcctior necessary for the
differential requirements of performance fi r functional .readirig
levels.

Since silent reading does not demand the pronunciation of evety
.word, whether such a\ bas.ic principle would apply across all

\ developmental clusters must,certainly he questioned. It is likely to
4ipply in the first two cluster periods and not in the latiter two.
lyrely, the 'nature of the silent reading task in the latter two periods

reflect a difference. But iliTiw is it measured? The issue is nbtJ
the. appearance of .error,, but the amount .of precorrection or
correction .necessary to stay within the redundancy factor of.a given
piece of wrilten verbal material.

.Reduction .of Sernantic Errors. Studies in doze procedUre clearly
Suggest that semantic differences occur with regularity between an
author and his readers. The more basic the form class in which the
differefiCes 'occur, such- as nouns and .verbs, the higher the percent
of agreemerit; hut still :agreement far from unity. This would
suggest th44\reduction of uncertainty in the semantic components
of a mesage need to take place in the same manner as word
perception miscites. While I have not tried to find the redaction
percentaFe for shis dimension, I would not be sUrprise to learn that
any such evi'dence will parallel .a similar figure aKhypothesized
previously.',

Reduction of Time. Any increased .,nediation time for reducing the
word perception or the semantic factor has to increase the latency
factor for a reader. Should there be little if any -uncertai ty in a
given message, the time necessary to process its contepts wily)
considerably reduced. How\ever, given greater unpredictabili a

is'
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particular message, a longr latency period will be observed. Bartlett
contends that "maybe ti st single measure of inentaYskill liesin
the speed with which err detected and thra*n oit, a function
which becomes possible o ly when skill 1s 'firsC a symbolic
expression.""

inciease of Sy tartirlSemantie Clustering. The less need a rçader has
for reducin word - perception errors and seinantic errors, the
greater pot ntial he has for grouping words and phrases into more
meaningful patterns or chunks. Reading becomes more creative and.
less atomistic. The reader begins to cluster ideas, *lot words, and to
assi ilate the ideas into his existing structure of knowledge. The

r ter the ability Of significant chunking, the greater thereduction
e'in processing. .

tioik t'brive. The' autonomic nervostem is . relaxed;
tension is reduced. Regressive, and fixating reading behaviors are
red uce4 and affective,and creative potential is released.

-
Problem olved., Behavior eontinues to be constructive, versatile,.and
adaptive. The individual becomes more resourceful, and open to
more opt' ns. The search for challenging alternatives continues.

OPERAT 'C. ST RA TEGIES

The most effieient processing of the reading repertoire yould be
for 'a reader to have A wide and deep reservoir of meaning so that
upon the presentation of a graphic diplay he needs little reduction
of word perception errors and Moves directly to significant
chunking, thereby reducing the latency tieriod required..A,eudy of
the flowit-pattern in figure 2 would indicate there are many other
alternate...Mapping routes available should the need arise. In all
probability, there is a great deal of reverberation within anc1)5etween
the many possible combinations. hitac roblem situation will. require
crifferent mapping conditions de ndi g upon the nature or the

5

The basic operating principile for ficient processing is one of
reduction. Ikhether the erfors or rniscues are precorrected
internally or overtly makes little difference. They must be reduced
until the organism's structure of knowledge ,can assimilate the
message. A match must be achieved between the redundancy factors
-of the language and the range of values tolerated for yeduction.
"Each individual's matching system is undoubtedly, unique but there

1 9
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are probably modal values representative. of .a normal population.
This modal value is believed to be about 25 to 33 percent for an
instructional range and appr(iximatelv 43 to 50-percent-for,material

4v 1 which is to be processed in an independent and relatively leisurely
fashion. Only further research will confirm or denv whether this
conjecture is correct. .

This paper has presented aspects of- acquiring a reading
pertoire. The position taken here was that reading is broader than

a skillmore like a repertoire with many abilities, aptitudes, and
special accomplishments performing in concert. This repertoire i.-
acquired by processing through four . notnnutually exclusive
developmental cluster periods where the skills to he learned within a

given cluster are like the acquisition of language in are nonlinear.
Within a cluster, a hierarchical set is probab insignificant.
However, linearity is important in the int rfacing period between

clusteis as the acquiring reader struggles to ichieve new itiuctures
of knowledge. The linear effect during the nterface time supplies
the guidance and support when the learq\ing challenge is th'e
greajest, that is, the breaking-out of one develbpmental period inko-
amither. -

During these development clusters and interfadng periods, the
reader develops live strategies of processing the written verbal
material. He learns to process recurring intact units which demand-
that he learn to, discritninate between and within classes and to map
the key features in relationship to itself and in space. A reader must
learn to process dme-space relatibnships which call for him to learn
to associate and to establith equivalences. Given enough .repeated
exposures with the parameters of his learning rate, the prognosis for
success is relatively high. Furder, a maturing reader must learn-to
process semantic relations, to process traaformationg, and to
psychologically differentiate ways of thinking usiqg the printed page ,
as the stimulus. .

.

Theoretically, the nature of this process is one of problem-solVing
through the rediiction orz- errors. The reader must learn to
precorrect his errors: perceptually and semantically, until the
redundancy fact-orS of the presented material match his existitig
structure of knowledge. It was hypothesized that approximately
one-third error reduction occurs under instructional conditions. A
greater percentage-Of reduction would be necessary for independent
recreational reading.

2_0
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